Plastic working of metals using severe plastic deformation (SPD) recently attracts interest of researchers, because it is a method that will improve the toughness as well as the strength just by applying enormously large strain on the material. In this study, deformation, stress and strain of aluminum in ECAP (equal channel angular pressing) are analyzed computationally by using smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method which is one of particle methods. In addition to elastic-plastic constitutive relation, a newly developed theoretical framework in which grain refinement process is involved is proposed here. We try to implement the framework into the SPH computation. The main idea to conduct grain refinement in the material is that applied energy by plastic working causes continuous change in the total area of grain boundaries and averaged diameter in the material becomes smaller and smaller. The reasonable change can be observed by using such simple but theoretical framework. The present paper is focused on implication, formulation and possibility of the grain refinement model.
Introduction
Plastic working process of metallic material using severe plastic deformation (SPD) has attracted interests of many researchers. The advantage of SPD processing is that it is capable of improving toughness of the metallic material as well as strength, just by injecting heavy deformation. 1) One of typical methods in SPD process is ECAP (equalchannel angular pressing), where a material is extruded through a die which has hollow space with angular shape. 2) Since the sectional dimensions of the ECAP die at both entrance and exit are almost the same, the molded shape has the same dimension even though it has been subjected to very large strain history inside.
It is reported that experimentally ECAP processing is applied to ductile metals such as aluminum and copper alloy, which are strengthened and are toughened sufficiently. General principle of SPD is that averaged grain size in usual polycrystalline metals diminishes to very small regime by giant strain. As a results, they results in nanocrystalline or ultrafine-grained (UFG) material.
3) Metallurgically and physically vital mechanisms for strengthening of the material are known so far. For example, there are entanglement of dislocation motion, trapping of moving dislocation mainly due to grain boundaries (GBs), strengthening of GBs themselves, and etc. Some studies show that there are not only such well-known mechanisms related to dislocation theory, but are also new mechanisms such as GB sliding or bending and the appearance/annihilation of non-equilibrium GBs. 4, 5) Therefore it is worth while clarifying the mechanism of GBs responsible for SPD processing from the viewpoint of microstructual evolution.
The viewpoint of grain refinement (GR) behavior is truly important, but is still not clear. It is expected that, by using atomistic simulation, GR mechanism will provide insight along with the detailed change of crystalline structure, where coarse grains finally change to UFGs. 6) However, at the present, atomic simulations are limited to too small region to obtain the whole aspect of GR mechanism. Therefore, it is necessary to study the microstructural change in a size larger than atomic scale. Thus, a method of numerical simulation based on the macroscopic framework is adopted in the present study.
Nowadays, computational method such as finite element (FE) method or mesh-free methods (alternatively called particle methods) 7) is extensively applied to the dynamics simulation of solid materials. Our choice is the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method, which is one of particle methods using particle approximation. We are trying to utilize it to analyze the behavior of metal forming under SPD process.
Recently, there have been some studies using the FE analysis on ECAP processing. 8, 9) The FE analysis has been applied widely to the plastic working problem and nowadays we have numerous sophisticated softwares. Nevertheless, the FE analysis needs very complicated treatment and theory to include contact condition, fracture criterion, or large deformation. The particle methods such as SPH method will be a kind of breakthrough for such complexities. For example, when the large distortion of the material appears, it is free from troublesome re-meshing (it will be inevitable in usual FE analysis). Generally, the particle methods are suitable for the formulation of large deformation. Besides, they can quite naturally integrate the contact condition.
Although the SPH method is using particles, it is still a macroscopic (i.e. continuum) simulation. Therefore it requires parameters for the constitutive relation which expresses mechanical or physical response of the material. However, an ordinary material's law does not contain the GR behavior. To our knowledge, any constitutive model does not have a grain size as an time-evolution variable in order to express the GR behavior in SPD process. Therefore we propose the theoretical framework of GR behavior in SPD process and attempt to implement it numerically with SPH modeling.
The basic framework of our model is as follows. In the SPD process, just like in ordinary plastic working (metal forming), the external applied energy (plastic work) alters microstructure inside material. The enlargement of the area of GBs can be focused on, because it is directly connected to GR behavior. The excessive free energy required for extension of GB region is supplied from a part of the plastic work which has been done on the material. The famous HallPetch law which provides the relation between the averaged grain size and yield stress tends to raise the yield stress of the material. When there is also work hardening behavior, in a certain part the change due to the plastic work will become small eventually and the GR behavior will cease to proceed where grains have a certain grain size.
In the present paper, it is shown that the results are strongly affected by the existence of grain-size evolution. The purpose of this paper is to show the implication of theoretical formulation of GR mechanism and to discuss its possibility for analyzing SPD behavior.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, some basic concepts of SPH method needed for the analysis of plastic deformation are shown. Then our proposal about the formulation of GR mechanism is presented. Also the detailed computational model of ECAP processing by using SPH method is shown. In the subsequent section, results are shown and discussed. Finally, concluding remarks are shown.
Theory and Method

SPH analysis for elastic-plastic solid materials
In the present study, the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), [10] [11] [12] which is one of particle methods (mesh-free methods) for dynamics of materials, is used. The SPH method was originally introduced for astrophysical problem such as coalescence between galaxies or between stars. Then it has been developed to be applied to various fields of mechanics and dynamics. 13, 14) The problem called ''tensile instability'' can be overcome by many methods 15, 16) and the SPH method is now developing to a broad and main framework of particle methods. 7) In the method, time-evolution of particle systems, as though in molecular dynamics (MD) atomic trajectories are solved through equations of motion, are determined by interaction between particles. The discrepancy between SPH and MD is that particles of SPH mean only non-existing lumps of the material, each of them having local physical values. Therefore, their interaction is to be determined within macroscopic (continuum) relation, in the same way as in the FE formulation.
The advantage of particle methods is that they do not require any mesh but particles. This fact enables the SPH method to deal easily with large deformation, rupture and fracture sometimes we see actually. Indispensable equations to be solved in SPH analysis are the equations of motion. The equation of motion of each particle is approximated and discretized by a so-called kernel function, by which superposition of interaction between neighbors is carried out. For solid materials, equation of motion of the particle i is given by,
where j particles are in the range of interaction around i particle. Subscripts and indicate the Cartesian coordinate components (i.e. ; ¼ 1; 2; 3 ¼ x; y; z) and v i ; m i ; i ; i are the velocity, the mass, the density and the stress tensor of the particle i, respectively. W ij is the kernel function between i and j particles and in the present study a limited-range cubic spline function is adopted. In the equation of motion, the derivative of kernel function W ij; (the comma before the coordinate index means the derivative) is used. Å ij is called the artificial viscosity which is required to avoid inadequate overlapping of particles. In order to reproduce reaction in the solid material, stress value has to be updated at every time step. That is, in addition to equations of motion, variation of stress (internal force) should reflect the deformation (strained) state at each material's point. The incremental approach with the formulation of large deformation is applied to the present study. Using elastic-plastic coefficient matrix D e p , incremental stress is determined by
where d" is strain increment. Switching from elastic analysis to plastic one is carried out particle to particle, by comparing Von-Mises's equivalent stress " with a yield stress y . Because the length of paper is limited, we have to omit the detailed explanation concerning the formulation of D e p . In brief, however, the required material constants are yield stress y , Young's modulus E, Poisson's ratio , plastic constant C and strain hardening exponent n (they are listed in describing the SPH model in later section). The strain tensor of particle i, " i , is estimated based on the kernel approximation 17) as,
where v i ; v j are particles' velocities. The difficulty of SPH for plasticity is that the original method does produce compressibility. Therefore, SPH method has been improved by Sakai et al. to comprise incompressible condition by using the SMAC (simplified marker and cell) algorithm, 18) which is a famous technique in fluid dynamics analysis. The modified version is called ''SMAC-SPH'' and the present study utilizes its framework. In the SMAC-SPH, after particles move according to a constitutive law and dynamics, the velocity and the position of particles are modified so as to fulfill incompressible condition in all. This modifying stage adopts implicit algorithm and so finally all positions and velocities become consistent with a given constitutive relation.
A simple model of grain refinement
In polycrystalline metal, change in grain size d is supposed to be caused by numerous kinds of physical or mechanical condition, e.g. temperature T, time t, stress tensor , plastic strain " p , deviatric stress p , mean stress m . Indeed, in a strict treatment, grain size d can be presented by a function
At the present, what is needed is the model which is constructed on an essential and simple idea on grain 20 K. Saitoh and Y. Ohnishi refinement behavior. Therefore, first, we assume that d depends on plastic work density w p defined as,
which is composed of equivalent stress " and increment of equivalent strain d " " " within plastic regime. That is, w p means total energy (work) density injected into the material during the processing, excluding elastic contribution which will disappear after the processing.
The w p results in the evoluting microstructure inside the material. The change would contain various mechanism, such as dislocation motion, formation of dislocation cell, creation and annihilation of voids or vacancies, GB migration, nucleation of new GBs, and these combination. Besides, most of the injected energy will be dissipated as heat and be lost eventually. Thus, plastic work can be presented as
where e GB , e defects , e heat and e other are increase of GB energy, increase of defects energy including dislocation motion, heat dissipation, and other, respectively. In considering SPD processing, the creation of GB should be focused on. Since the creation of new GB is equivalent to increase of GB area and hence it means small grains, it automatically reflects the GR mechanism. Thus, increase of GB energy e GB can be related to total plastic work w p in linear form as,
where is an arbitrary factor less than unity which determines the contribution. In practical use, will have to be specified by comparison with experiment. Since there is large amount of heat dissipation, it is reasonable that be very small, such as 10% or less, even though we do not have any reliable way to estimate it now. Anyway, by using a certain small fraction number , we are capable of estimating the amount of expansion of GB area and its energy. Figure 1 shows a conceptual relationship between GB area (A) and the grain size (d). It assumes that in the total volume all the grains are regularized and is closely packed by polyhedora which have the same volume as sphere of grains shown there (since the seamless packing of spheres is impossible in reality, we just assume that the volume of one sphere is equivalent to one polyhedron of grain.). Reduction of the averaged grain size corresponds to the increase of the GB area. This formulation is possible in full threedimensions, of course, but two-dimensional formulation is shown here suitable for the present two-dimensional SPH model. That is to say, spheres are recognized as cylinders under the plane strain condition.
Suppose that regular-sized grains with diameter d occupy a volume V in the material. When GB energy is (per area), GB energy density (per volume V) will be given using only and d by,
The factor 1/2 is needed, because all GB has to be made by two surfaces of spheres meaning grains. Then, when initial grain size was d 0 and changed to the current size d, assuming the GB energy is unchangeable, increase of GB energy density is calculated by,
Consequently, the grain size d can be expressed by the function of plastic work density w p . The expression is,
It means that grain size d is simply determined by initial diameter d 0 , GB energy and plastic work density w p . In this expression, larger accumulation of plastic work derives smaller grain size. Now, for grain diameter over 100 nm, yielding stress y is related to d so that y increases with decrease of grain size. This is realized by an empirical law known as the Hall-Petch relation,
where y0 and K are constant values. According to this relation, when the material begins to accumulate larger plastic strain, plastic work w p increases and d decreases.
After that, many SPH particles which has experienced work hardening will be easily brought back to elastic regime. Then, w p reaches a limited value, and grain size d also settles at a certain small value. The point is that expression of grain size d (eq. (10)) together with this Hall-Petch relation (eq. (11)) realizes plausible distribution of grain size, d min < d < d 0 (from the UFG to the coarse-grained). In the same way, the strain hardening exponent n is also assumed to be determined by grain size d as,
where n 0 and K n are constant values again.
Computation model of SPH simulations
Referring to the ECAP process schematically shown in 
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Fig . 2(a) , computational model for SPH analysis was constructed as Fig. 2(b) . It is reported that in the ECAP method a strong processing zone of SPD deformation (shown by area ABC in the figure) is formed at the corner. 19, 20) The region is called plastic-deformation zone (PDZ). The external curve (curve AC) contours so-called ''dead metal'' region at the outer corner, but the effect and size of PDZ is not well known. Therefore, the angle for PDZ shown in Figs. 2(a) , 2(b) is varied from 0 to 90 in our model. The results are compared with regard to . Larger corresponds to larger PDZ. Without a round corner, the outer corner have a ''dead metal'' to make the material flow smoothly. Accordingly, the flow in the round corner with larger resembles one with larger ''dead metal'' region. Table 1 shows material constants and parameters for our model. The material is aluminum (Al) and the GB energy ¼ 0:324 J/m 2 is adopted. This value of is usually obtained for that of symmetrical low-energy GB (AE ¼ 3 CSL). Other computational parameters are shown in Table 2 . The contribution factor ¼ 0:1ð¼ 10%Þ is used. Constants needed for the Hall-Petch relation (eq. (11)) and strain hardening exponent (eq. (12)) are roughly derived from an experimental fact. The fact says that, when grain size 10 mm reduces to 1 mm, yield stress y ¼ 26:5 MPa raises to almost 2 y (twice). Likewise, we assumes that then n increases to 2n. The constants, y0 , K, n 0 , K n used in eq. (11) and eq. (12) are determined so as to fulfill these values. The initial value n is obtained from experimental value of an annealed aluminum 21) and is somewhat different from that of practical 10 mm grains. However, we would like to see the qualitative change of d with the change of n.
Actual ECAP processing is composed of repeated passes through the same die. In the present model, however, the specimen is just once pressed onto downward (Ày direction in Fig. 2 ) by moving a ram (a plunger) with constant velocity V. This is for simplicity, so here we do not discuss about the effect of multi-pass ECAP. Figure 3 shows the material flow for the model of ¼ 0 , in which no GR model is comprised. In the upper figures, spheres lightly shading are in the plastic analysis, distinguished from the elastic particles which are shown in darker gray. On the other hand, lower figures superposes the equivalent plastic strain " " " p which is evaluated at the point of each particle. After plastic region appears at the center of the processing zone of PDZ as predicted in Fig. 2(a) , it spreads forward over the horizontal (2nd) channel. The front edge of the material has an inclined angle, because the material at the bottom is more pushed forward than in the upper material. Higher value in the distribution of "
Results and Discussion
Behavior of particles in ECAP processing: without GR model
" " p appears in a parallelogram shape emphasized in Fig. 3(b) (indicated in cases of D ¼ 10 and 20 mm). On the other hand, region recovered back to elastic is found just in the small region of front edge. Figure 4 shows the distribution of " " " p and " which are averaged in the area within 10 mm forward from the inner corner of the die. Each averaged region is a slab shape having thickness of Áy ¼ 0:05 mm along y direction as shown inside Fig. 4 (on the right) . In very vicinity of the bottom wall, "
" " p raises to twice. Equivalent stress "
shows adequately the range 280-290 MPa, in which the bottom wall has larger value.
Quantitatively, the value range of " " " p is much smaller than that computationally predicted by FE analysis in usual condition of ECAP processing where " " " p ranges 1{2. 20) It is guessed that this is because we do not include wall friction model nor strict relation in the material of billet. By adjusting these conditions to the real experiments, the results will come to quantitatively plausible range of " " " p . In SPH simulation, interaction between particles of die and those of the material is capable of being adjusted to realistic friction, 22) but we do not include it to this SPH model. Hence, here, we will be able to discuss our results only in qualitative sense. Figure 5 shows the material flow of the model which is applied grain refinement (GR) model (in the case of ¼ 0 ), with distinction of plastic particles or with the value of " " " p (equivalent plastic strain). When comparing these with the results without GR model shown in Fig. 3 , it is found that many particles recover back to elastic regime from plastic regime. This is because plastic work given by pressing once produces smaller d at the process zone, then accordingly yield stress y increases due to those smaller d through HallPetch relation, and consequently particles need still larger strain to remain in plastic analysis. Interestingly, ahead the with no grain refinement model (the direction of inspection is perpendicular to the longitudinal direction in the horizontal channel). 
Results using GR model
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process zone (PDZ) at the die corner, most particles recover back to elastic regime. As a result, the front edge of the material inclines more than for the model without GR. The angle to the horizontal line changes from 78 to 74 degrees as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 , respectively. This is partly because the effect that the pressed material is pushed forward by spring-back behavior beyond the process zone is larger in the bottom region. Indeed, "
" " p increases drastically at the entrance of process zone, but, passing through the corner between channels, particles with large " " " p begin to scatter and the distribution loses obvious parallelogram meaning intensive area, different from Fig. 3(b) . Figure 6 (a) shows the grain size distribution. The smaller grains start at the center of the process zone. The region in which grains are made small corresponds to the region which has larger " " " p . Ahead the corner of the die, the strong GR behavior is found along the bottom wall line (the area is emphasized by small broken lines). Figure 6 (b) shows the distribution of grain size along the line perpendicular to the channel (with the same averaging as Fig. 4 ). Grain size monotonically increases from the bottom wall to the upper wall. Although the grain diameter begins with 10 mm, the minimum diameter is found down to 3 mm near the bottom wall. On the other hand, nearby the upper wall the diameter remains 6{7 mm. That is, the difference in refinement behavior is more than twice between upper and lower dies. This result agrees well with FE analysis. 23) 4. Effect of the Process Zone Angle Figure 7 shows the difference of materials flow for the variation of the angle (30, 60 and 90 ), with GR and without GR models. Basically, larger the is, the more smoothly the material flows. The position of top of the ram is not at the same height because the pictures are tried to compared at the same ram stroke (D ¼ 10 mm) from the starting time at which the head of the material begins to interfere with the PDZ. Actually, the flow seems smooth in any , but the intensity of " " " p or grain reduction obviously decreases with increase of the angle .
For GR model, the distribution of " " " p (equivalent plastic strain) and the distribution of grain size d are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) , respectively. The averaging method is the same as Fig. 4 . Since in any case " " " p becomes steeply large in regions very close to the two die walls, graphs here omit the value in those wall regions.
When is small, i.e. the outer corner of the die is sharp, " " " p comes to large in upper region of the channel. On the other hand, is large, i.e. the outer corner is round, " " " p diminishes on the whole region. This is because the channel with round corner makes the stream line of the material smooth and makes the flow easy. When the outer corner is sharp, the material flow tends to stagnate at the outer corner region and forms ''dead metal zone'' there. Therefore, when the die itself has the round corner, the outer curve of the die works just alike an interface between the material and the dead metal. In all cases, the center of channel has a minimum in " " " p . figure) . In other words, the intensity of GR is stronger near the bottom die than near the upper die. However, when is large, GR is hard to be carried out nearby the bottom die. Especially when ¼ 90 , coarse grains (large d) still remain the bottom region in the material. Thus, in the horizontal channel, the material flow becomes smoother by using GR model. Hence in GR model, grain refinement tends to be confined in the center of the material.
The intensity of GR becomes the largest in the case of ¼ 0 which shows large " " " p and stagnating flow. This means that there is a reverse relation between the smoothness of the material flow and the grain refinement behavior.
In the actual experiments, the grain size d min obtained in SPD processing is typically discussed in sub-micrometer regime. 1) In our case, d min stops at around 3 mm which is larger than in such experiments. In our cases, parameter setting for initial diameter d 0 , yield stress y with Hall-Petch relation, or strain hardening exponent n is so-to-speak temporary. However, we can obtain qualitative evaluation concerning the existence of GR model and clarify the effect of variation in . So, we should expect that further study will quantitatively survey the effect of these parameters referring more to actual SPD processing, based on the framework proposed in our model.
Conclusion
In the present study, we perform numerical simulations using smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), for the ECAP (equal-channel angular pressing) processing which is one of promising severe plastic deformation (SPD) methods. The vital physical behavior common to SPD processes is that the grain size reduces during heavy deformation (we call it grain refinement: GR). We consider a simple relation between injection of plastic work and expansion of grain boundary energy. Then we formulate a certain ''GR'' model for the macroscopic framework of SPH simulation with large deformation. The major findings are as follows.
(1) Our formulation involving a simple GR relation works well so as to present plausible evolution of grain size occurring in ECAP processing. (2) Strong plastic deformation is found in a region so-called PDZ (process deformation zone). It starts at the connecting region between the inner and outer corners. The angle which characterizes the size of process zone affects the flow of the material as well as the plastic strain inside. Larger produces smooth flow, but it goes with weak GR behavior. (3) When using GR model, equivalent plastic strain becomes small in regions nearby wall. It leads to strong reduction of grain size in the center of the material. The reduction of grain size is saturated at some level (initial diameter 10 mm changes to the final 3 mm). 
